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claiming to be contacts who are known by the station, such as police inspector;"

and offer phoney information.
Ifin doubt, check it out. The only sure protection against the hoaxer is a set o:

sharp wits and the common sense to check the information'

If someone rings up claiming to be a regular contact and does not ring true for

some reason, get his number and check it against the known contact's number.

Even if it matches, ring him back to make sure he had not simply looked up the

number in the phone book. If the caller is genuine, he should not object to the care

with which his information is being checked'

Occasionally, a tip-off will yield some useful information, but for safety's sake

all tip-offs, whether they appear genuine ot not, must be checked before running -
even if it does mean missing the deadline. In the end, accuracy counts for more

than speed - if it doesn't check out, chuck it out.

Or in the mantra of the BBC - 'it's better to be second and right, than first ano

wrong'.
We discussed hoaxes in the previous chapter too. The repetition is to stress its

importance: in an age of more airtime to fill, more desire for speed, and more

'amateur correspondents', there's also more likelihood that you too will one dar'

become a victim.

Conlocls qnd sources

When the big story breaks, the first thing a reporter reaches for is their contacts -
whether a book or on a computer, always her most valuable resource. It contains

the names and phone numbers of everyone in the area who regularly makes or

comments on the news, plus national figures whose sphere of influence may include

the reporter's own 'beat'.
The relationship between the reporters and her contact is doubled-edged. The

newswriter needs a story, the newsmaker needs publicity.

Clearly, a line has to be drawn, and the place to draw it is well before the point

where editorial freedom and integrity begin to be compromised.

After a while, reporters may find some of her regular contacts become friends.

That may be fine when there is good news involving that contact, but if the news

is bad, it still has to be reported. It would be unethical to drop a story because you

knew one of the people involved. It may be that you can ask another reporter to

do the story, or at the very least call youl contact and give them the opportunity

to disagree with you and to be heard. Listen to what they have to say and explain

yourself but don't get into an argument with them. Let them know you care what

they have to say. In the end, the reporter must maintain her independence. She can

never afford to owe anyone favours.
Remember that everyone is a potential source or information, maybe not immedi-

ately but over time. You have to be in it for the long haul. Details of almost everyone

you speak with professionally or personally should be given your business card and

go into your contacts book, you never know when they may be just the right person

to lead you to a story.
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But sources have to be maintained. Don'tjust call them when you want something
from them. Make contact every few months or even weeks and have a chat: What's
happening, is there anything that they think you may be interested in, what is the
update on the story you last spoke with them about?

Obviously you will always let people know you are looking for stories and you
would welcome tips or suggestions. It may be that they call with information which
will never make a story, but always accept these calls and be patient. You will of
course get better stories from them if you explain how the industry works and the
kind of information you want from them. Reassure them with an explanation of
what you mean by 'off the record', it can only help them trust you more.

Networking with sources is important: tell them what topics you are interested
in even if it's not in their area. Maybe they know someone who knows someone
else who can help you, especially if you admit you're not an expert. (Of course if
you become an expert in their topic, the more sources will respect you and give
you more time.)

Newsroom diory

Files

Newsrooms keep a diary, which is made up each day by the news editor. It gives
details of stories the newsroom will cover, the times of events and the reporters
allotted to them.

The diary, or a list of prospects drawn from that diary, is the first thing the reporter
looks at when he arrives on shift. It is the day's plan of action; the newsroom route
map, and it will probably be stored on computer.

The editor makes up the diary from information in the post, tips from reporters
and stories that are known to be breaking. Files are usually kept on major stories
containing up-to-date cuttings and background information. Bigger stations have
libraries and news information services to help with more extensive research.

In its simplest form the futures file can be a single drawer in a filing cabinet with
drop-files numbered 1-31, one for each day of the month. These days it would
typically be a folder in the newsroom computer.

Selected news releases about events at some future date are noted in the diary
and put on file. Court appearances of newsworthy cases are filed ahead, with copy
relating to earlier hearings.

An archive may be developed by transferring the month's files to an identical
filing drawer with all the copy used and possibly recordings of the output. Bulletins
and news programmes may also be stored in the archive, either as hard copy or as

digital recordings.
The trouble with storing a lot of information on paper is that it takes too much

space to allow files to go back a long way, and so most stations have the bulk of
their archive stored on computer, which is also more easily searched.

The paper recycling bin or delete key is often the biggest file of all. News-
rooms get flooded with useless information and propaganda, by post and fax
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In Britain it is illegal to listen to police radio and take action as a result of
that information. The law is intended to deter criminals from listening to police
activity. To make it harder, messages from base are given on one frequency and

mobile units reply on another, so only half the conversation can be heard at

one time.
InAmerica it is common for reporters to turn up at an incident before the police,

but British law means that writing a story from a police broadcast, or sending a

reporter to the scene could result in a prosecution. However, in practice it would
be difficult to prove the reporter had been listening to police radio.

A more iikely outcome would be the straining of relationships between the

newsroom and the police, which couid result in a loss of goodwill and stem the

flow of official information.
In places where listening in is legal, newsrooms commonly use radio scanners.

These monitor the emergency airwaves for a transmission and home in on the
conversation.

--+ 'C code

In many countries the police talk to one another in'a code designed to help them ,

communicate clearly and rapidly over the air, while at the same time mystifying
unauthorized eavesdroppers.

Frequently the code used is a variation of the 10 code. Instead of saying 'Fight

in progress' , for example; an officer might say '10 - 10', followed by the location,
Each forceimay have its own version of the code where the numbers mean something

Some of the key messages in one variation of the l0 code are:

l0-3 I Crime in progress

10-32 Person with a gun i

l0-34 Riot
lU-J5 Major cnme alert
10-50 Accident
l0-57 Hit and run
l0-79 Notify coroner

Whatever is heard over police rudio must be checked before use. 'Emergencies'

can turn out to be a storm in a teacup - or something else. People rushed to a field
in Cheshire after police messages warned that a flying saucer had crash-landed.
When they turned up they were promptly arrested by little blue men who charged

them with listening illegally to police radio.*

r The Guardian 23 March 1993.
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Politicions

Local politicians are a prime source of news for the regional newsroom. Usually
they are happy to oblige as this raises their profile and may win votes. A reporter

should be wise to that and make sure legitimate news, rather than vote-catching

rhetoric, gets on air.
Every journalist should know the names of the area's representatives in both

local and national government, and should have contact numbers for them at work
and at home as well as their mobile phone numbers.

When politicians are not making news themselves, they are usually good for a

comment or reaction to stories that affect their constituencies or wards. Political
comment is cheap and readily available and this type of reaction can be overdone,

lead to accusations ofpolitical bias, and leave a bulletin sounding as dull as a party

political broadcast. Use sparingly.

Pressure groups

A similar warning applies to using pressure groups for reaction and comment:

beware of vested interests. Big pressure groups include trades unions and employ-
ers' organizations. Smaller groups and many charities also act as pressure groups,

test the views of each one vigorously.
Although you should beware of unrepresentative groups with only a handful of

members, bona fide pressure groups do have an important contribution to make to

public debate.

Stoged events

Staging a news event is the pressure group's ultimate way of winning attention.

These usually fall into one of three categories: the protest; announcement and

set-piece.

'Our problem is "air'conclitioned joumalism'|. Andrew'Marr (BBC news presenter),

as I recal!, de.scribed the culr personaliry as a procluct of news driven by press release

and the personal computex I think the heritage of a chap in'a Mac walking the

streets finding out what is going on and recording it, the weahh af coloutful news and

incidents etnd events;, has diminished- The stary content in all news Qcross the:United

Kingdom and acra,ss Europe has been changed'by technology and iot necessarily

enhanced.'

= PAT LOUGHREY, BBC DIRECTOR OF NAIIONS


